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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to define A-linearly bounded eque automata nd to 
establish some of the properties of the family of languages ~ accepted by the A-linearly bounded 
deque automata. A deque automaton is basically a pushdown automaton which is capable of 
putting symbols on both the top and the bottom of the stack. We will first show that -~2 ~ ~ _c ~.  
Then we will exhibit an ordered grammar associated with a deque automaton. Next we show 
that, given a deque language L, it is decidable whether or not L = ~. Then the closure properties 
of ~ will be discussed and finally we will establish the fact that ~ contains all of the semilinear 
bounded languages. 
Basic definitions and results concerning ordered grammars and abstract families of languages 
can be found in Salomaa (1973). For the basics of bounded languages the reader is referred to 
Ginsburg (1966). The details of all of the omitted proofs may be found in Ayers (1982). 
1. Deqne automata 
DefinitiOn 1.12 A deque automaton (DA) is a 7-tuple A= (Q, F, .Y, 8, qo, Zo, Q'), 
where Q is a finite nonempty set of states, F is a finite nonempty set of stack 
symbols, .Y is a finite nonempty set of input symbols, qo ~ Q is the start state, Zo e F 
is the start symbol, Q' ~ Q is the set of final states, and 8: Q x (.Y u {A}) x F--> finite 
subsets of Q x F*x  F* is the transition function. 
An instantaneous description (ID) is an ordered pair of the form [q ,  a ] ,  where 
q is a state and a is a string of stack symbols. A move relation t- is defined for ID's 
as follows: [q ; aZ]  t -°  [q'; 3"2a3"1] if [q', 3"1, 3'2] ~ 8(q, a, Z). t 2 is the reflexive transi- 
tive closure of ~. 
Words can be accepted by deque automata in three ways which are defined in 
exactly the same way as acceptance is defined for pushdown automata. 
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Definition 1,2. Let A = (Q, F, ~, 8, qo, Zo, Q') be a DA. Then, 
- N(A)={w~X,*l[qo;Zo]~-W[q;A]}, 
- T(A) = {w ~ Z*l[qo ;Z o] ~.w [q,; a], where q'~ Q' and cee F*}, and 
- L(A)={weZ*l[qo;Zo] ~_w [q';A], where q'e Q'}. 
The reader can easily verify that the three forms of acceptance are equivalent. 
We will refer to any language accepted by a deque automaton as a deque language. 
Most of the time we will wish to consider only those deque automata which satisfy 
the following restriction on A-moves. 
Definition 1.3. Let A = (Q, F, ,Y, 8, qo, Zo, Q') be a DA. Then A is said to be A-linearly 
bounded on L (L = N(A) or T(A) or L(A)) if and only if there exists a positive 
integer k such that, for each w ~ L, w # A, and for any sequence of moves which 
causes w to be accepted by A, the number of A-moves made by A is at most k lg(w). 
Furthermore, ifA c L, then [q, A, A] ~ 8(qo, A, Zo), Zo is only used as the start symbol, 
q e Q' if L-- T(A) or L(A), and A can only be accepted in one way. 
Note that the different forms of acceptance are still equivalent when restricted to 
A-linearly bounded deque automata. We now define the family ~ by ~= 
{LI L = N(A) for some A-linearly bounded automaton A}. 
The following examples illustrate how deque automata work. 
Example 1.4. 
8(qo, a, Zo) = {[ qo, A, A ]}, 
8(qo, b, A)= {[q, A, B]}, 
8(a, c, B) = {[a, A, A]}. 
Let C=({qo, q}, {A, B, Zo}, {a,b, c}, 8, qo, Zo, O), where 
8(qo, a,A)={[qo, AZ, A]}, 
8(q,b,A)={[a,A,B]}, 
a2b2c2~ N(C) since we have the following sequence of moves: 
[qo; Zo] ~" [qo; A] ~a [qo; A 2] ~_b [q; BA] ~_b [q; B 2] ~c [q; B] ~c [q; A ]. 
It can easily be shown that N(C) = {a"bnc"ln >- 1}. 
8(ql, 
8(q2, b, T) = {[q2, 
8(q,, b, T) = {[q,, 
Example 1.5. Let D=({qo, 
8(qo, a, Zo) = {[q,, 
a, T)--{[ql, T, A], [qs, A, A]}, 
T, B], [q3, A, A]}, 
r, ~]}, 
ql, q2, q~}, {A, B, T, ,To}, {a, b}, 8, qo, Zo, {q3}), where 
7; X ]}, 8(qo, b, Zo) = {[ q2, T, X ]}, 
8(q2, a, T) = {[q2, T, A]}, 
8(q3, a,A)={[q3, A,A]}, 8(q3, b,B)={[q3, A,A]}. 
It can be shown that L(D) = {ww] w ~ {a, b}*}. 
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Examp~ 1.6. Let A=({qo, qb...,q5}, {Zo, b,c}, {a}, 8, qo, Zo, 0), where 
8(qo, a, Zo) = {[ql, b3, A ], [qs, A, A ]}, 
8(ql, a, b)= {[q~, A, c], [q4, A, A ]}, 
8(q~,A, c)={[q2, ca, A], [q3, c3, A]}, 
8(q3, A, b) = {[ql, b a, A ], [q4, b 3, A ]}, 
8(q2, a,c)={[q2, A,A]}, 8(q3, a,c):{[q3, A,b]} ,
8(q4, a,b)={[q4, A,A]}. 
a4~ N(A) since we have the following sequence of moves: 
[qo; ZO ] ~_a [ql;b 3] ~_a [q4;b 2] }._a [[q4; b] ~_a [q4; A]. 
It can be shown that N(A)={a"~ln>>-l} using the 
1+3+5+-  •.+(2n-  1). 
fact that n 2 = 
Since every context-free language can be accepted by a pushdown automaton 
which makes no A-moves, we have -LP2 c_ ~. Examples 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6 show that 
the containment is proper. 
2. Deque automata nd context-sensitive languages 
We will now show that ~_  ~l. This will be done by outlining the construction 
of a linearly bounded automaton from a given A-linearly bounded eque automaton. 
A proof that ~ _ ~ using grammars may be found in [1]. 
Theorem 2.1. I f  L = N(A) for some A-linearly bounded eque automaton A, then 
L ~ .~. 
Proof. Let A = (Q, F, Z, 8, qo, Z0, 0). We will construct a "luring machine M which 
accepts L and has a linear space bound. 
The states of M are ordered triples. The first component indicates whether M is 
reading the second or third tape, storing symbols on its tapes, moving its heads to 
the proper positions, or is in the accepting state. The second component keeps track 
of the state of ,4. The third component consists of a finite amount of storage where 
the symbols which A puts on the stack in a single move are stored. The initial state 
of M is (Po, qo, A) and the final states of M are {p}x Qx{A}. 
The input alphabet of M is ~7 and the tape alphabet of M is ~ u F u {B, ¢, $} 
where B, ¢, and $ are new symbols and B is the blank. 
M has three tapes. Initially, tape one contains the input, tape two contains eZo 
and tape three contains $. The symbols "¢" and "$" are markers which are never 
removed from the tapes. Tape one always contains the input and its head never 
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moves left. Tape two is used to simulate the top of the stack and those symbols 
which A puts on top of the stack are put on this tape. Tape three is used to store 
the symbols which A puts on the bottom of the stack. 
The right-most nonblank symbol of tape two represents the top of the stack of 
A unless it is the "¢" symbol. In the case where tape two only contains the nonblank 
symbol "¢", M moves its third head to the first space to the right of ':$" where a 
nonblank symbol represents he top of the stack of A. If tapes two and three contain 
only "¢" and "$", respectively, then M checks to see if all of the input on tape one 
has been read. If all of the input has been read, M moves to an accepting state; 
otherwise M halts in a nonaccepting state. M also halts in a nonaccepting state 
when no move of A is possible or the input has been read with no possible A-moves 
and tape two or three contains symbols from F. 
When M is in state (p', q, A), where p' indicates whether M is reading tape two 
or three, q is a state of A, the nonblank symbol "a"  is being read on tape one and 
Z is the symbol being read on tape two or three which represents the top of the 
stack, then M moves head one to the right and moves to state (s, q~, 3,~2), where 
s indicates that M is storing information and (q~, 3,~, 3'2)~ ~(q, a, Z). (Note that 
A-moves are handled similarly.) M then proceeds to store the symbols of 3'~ on 
tape two and the symbols of 3'2 on tape three in the proper order, removing each 
symbol from the state as it is put on a tape. When M is in state (s, q, A), it repositions 
its heads on tapes two and three as necessary to find the top of the stack and changes 
the first component of the state to indicate whether the top of the stack is on tape 
two or three. M is now ready to either enter a final state, halt or repeat he procedure. 
Since A has a linear bound on the size of its stack, it is clear that M has a linear 
space bound. It should also be clear from the construction that L is accepted bY M 
and that L6.Y~. [] 
3. Deque automata nd ordered grammars 
We will now show that an ordered grammar may be associated with each deque 
automaton. The associated ordered grammar has three types of productions and a 
left-most restriction, secondary to the order, is used in the derivations. We will then 
use the associated ordered grammar of a deque language L to show that it is 
decidable whether or not L=~. However, before proceeding we require some 
definitions. 
Definition 3.1. Let (G, >) be an ordered grammar where G = (VN, VT, Xo, F). Note 
V~ is the set of nonterminals, V-r is the set of terminals, X0 ~ VN is the start symbol, 
and F is the set of productions. Define an equivalence relation on F as follows; 
f - f '  if and only if whenever f~F  and f>~ then f '>f ,  or if f>f ,  then f>f ' .  
Denote the equivalence class o f f~  F by [f]. The partial order > can be extended 
to the equivalence classes by setting [f]  > [g] if f>  g for f, g ~ F. 
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Definition 3.2. Let (G, >) be an ordered grammar where G = ( VN, Vr, Xo, F). Let 
F'  _c F be the union of some of the equivalence classes of F.. Define P ~,~ft F' Q if 
P ~ Q in (G, >) and if P = R~P'R2, Q = R~Q'R2, P' ~ Q' is denoted by f and 
[ f ]c  F ' ,  then there is no production f 'e  [f] such that P= R~P'R2, Q= R~Q'R2, 
/]' ~ Q' isdenotedbyf 'andlg(/~l)<lg(R~).  * ~f t  e,is the reflexive transitive closure 
of :::~left F'" 
Definition 3.3. L( G, > )Ieft F, ~- { w E V~T [Xo ~Ieft  F, W}, where G = ( VN, VT, Xo, F) 
and F' ~ F. 
Theorem 3.4. I f  A = ( Q, F, ,Y, 8, qo, Zo, 0) is a deque automaton, then there is an 
ordered grammar ( G, >) and a subset of productions E such that N(A)  = L(G, >),eft E. 
Proof. Let G=(V,Z,  Xo, F), where V=[Qx(ru:)xQ]u{Xo}, r={ lBer), 
3 F= U/=l Fi, E = F1 u F2 and F~, F2, and F3 are defined as follows: 
F~={Xo->[qo, Zo, q][for all qe Q} 
u {[q, Z, ql]--> a[[ql, A, A]e 8(q, a, Z), where a e .~ u{A} and Ze  F} 
w {[ q, Z, qk+~] -> a[ q~, A~, q2][q2, A2, qa] • • • [qk, Ak, qk+~] 
Is,,/~, s2][s2,/~2, s3]... [sj,/~j, sj+,][[q~, Ak...  31, Bj... B~] 
8(q, a, Z) and qi, st e Q}, 
F2 = {[ql,/~, q2] -> [ q~, B, q2][ B e F, B e F, and ql, q2 e Q}, 
F3 = {[q~,/~, q2][q3, C, q4] -~ [q3, C, q4][q~, B, q2]l C e F, ~ e F, and q, e Q}. 
Let > be the partial order on F defined by f~ >fj  if f~ e F~, f je  Fj and i> j  for 
i,j = 1, 2, or 3. Thus, F3> F2> F1. 
The productions in F~ simulate the moves of A, with the barred nonterminals 
representing symbols which A puts on the bottom of the stack. The productions in 
F3 are used to move the barred symbols to the far right which corresponds to A 
putting the symbol on the bottom of the stack. Note that all barred symbols are 
moved to the fight before any bars are removed; this guarantees that the order of 
the symbols in the derivation corresponds to the order of the stack. After the barred 
symbols have been moved to the fight, the productions in F2 are used to remove 
the bars from the symbols. The left-most restriction on productions in F~ corresponds 
to A reading from the top of the stack. The left-most restriction on productions in 
F2 does not allow productions in Fa to be used at this point and thus insures that 
the order of the stack is preserved. 
The fact that N(A)= L(G, >)~cftE can now be established by induction. [] 
The ordered grammar (G, >) in Theorem 3.4 will be called the grammar associated 
with A. 
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Example 3.5. We will now construct an ordered grammar based on the deque 
automaton i  Example 1.4. 
Let G=({[qo, A ] ,A ,B ,B ,  Zo}, {a,b,c},Zo, F), where F= 3 ~_Ji=~ Fi and 
F1 ---- {Zo "-> a[qo, A], [ qo, A] ~ a[ qo, A]A, [qo, A ]~ b/~, A -~ b/~, B --> C}, 
F2={/~--> B} and Fs={/~A--> A/~,/~B-> B/~}. 
Define > so that F3>F:>F1 and let E=FI~F2.  Then, L (G ,>) le f~= 
{a"b~c~ln >>- 1}. 
t~ 
We will now use the grammar associated with a deque language to prove that it 
is decidable whether or not L = ~. The proof is very similar to that used to establish 
the result for context-free languages. 
Theorem 3.6. Given that L is a deque language, it is decidable whether or not L = ~. 
Proof. Since L is a deque language, there is a deque automaton C such that 
L= N(C) .  Let (G, >)left E be the grammar associated with C. The productions of 
G are partitioned into the following sets: F1 contains only context-free productions, 
F2 = { B--> B [ B ~ ~" and Be  V}, and F3 = { BA--> AB [ A e V and/~e I7'}. E = F~ u F2 
and Fs > F2> F~. 
We will construct a new set of nonterminals V'~ I7' such that B ~ V '~ I7' iff B 
can be used to derive A or terminal letters• If Z0 (the start symbol of (G, >)) is in 
V', we will have N(C)~ O, otherwise N(C)= O. 
Let 
V~={A~ V[A-* a e Fl and a~,Y u{A}}, 
V2 = {A ~ V]A--> X1X2. . .  Xn ~ F1 and either Xi e 2 u {A} or Xi e V1 u ~'1 
fo r i= l ,2 , . . . ,n}u  V1, where "¢~={/]lA~ V~}. 
If II2 = I/1 or 1/2 = V the process stops• In general 
Vj = { A ~ V I A -> X IX2 . . . Xn ~ F1 and either X~ ~ • u {A} or 
Xi~ Vj-1u ~- l  fo r /= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n}u Vj_I, 
where ~_ I={AIA~ Vj-1}. 
If Vj = Vj-1 or if Vj = V, the process stops. Since V is finite, the process must stop• 
Let V'= V~, where V i = V~+l. 
C~m° A E V' L) ~t iff  A :=~ft  E W, where w e Z*. 
Assume that A e V and A ~*a  ~ w, where w e ,Y*. We will prove our claim by 
induction on the number of steps in the derivation. 
Basis step: I f  A ~ w, where w e ,Y*, then A -, w e F1 and A e V~ c V' w 17'. 
Induction hypothesis: Assume that if A ==~ r left E W, where  r <~ k, then A e V' w ~". 
A ....~ k+l Induction step.. Let  l"x -"fleft E W, Then, A :::~left E X IX2  . . .  X,  =:~kteft ~ W, where 
X~,X2, ,X t~ Vu~u{A} and X,+I,. X ,~ (i for l<~t<~n. Then, X~ leftEY~, 
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where 0 ~< ri ~< k and yi ~ .Y* for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  n, and either y~ = A or all of the letters 
of yi appear in w. Therefore, X~ ~ V' u I~' for each i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n and there exists j~ 
such that Xi ~ Vj, u ~, and X~ ~ V~ u I7",~ if 1 <j~ and m <A 
Let J = max{j~[ i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m}. Then, Xi ~ Vj u ~ for all i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. So, A 
Vj+l, thus A ~ V'. 
Assume that A ~ V' u I7'. Then there exists a j ~> 1 such that A ~ Vj u ~ and either 
j = 1 or A ~ Vj_~ u ~_~. We will induct on j to show * A ~l~n ~ w, where w E ,Y*. 
Basis step: I f j  = 1, then A--> a, where a ~ ,Y u {A}. 
Induction hypothesis: Assume that if j = k and A ~ V~ ~ V~, then A * =~l~ft z w for 
some w ~ ,Y*. 
Induction step: Suppose A ~ V~ ~, where j=  k + l and A~ Vk ~ V~. Then, A-> 
X~X~. . .  X, ,  where Xi~ V~ I?~ ~Z ~{A} for i= 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, and, by induction, we 
have X~ * ~l~ft ~ Y~, where Yi ~ ~Y* for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Then, since the productions in 
F~ are context-free and the productions in F~ and F3 do not yield terminal etters, 
we have A * ~f t  ~ w, where w is some rearrangement of the letters in the y~'s. This 
completes the proof of the claim. Therefore, Zo ~ V' if and only if Z0 ==>*ft ~w and 
we can conclude that L = ~ if and only if Zo~ V'. [] 
Theorem 3.6 implies that either ~ ~ ~1 or that ~ = .TI and there is no algorithm 
for converting a context-sensitive grammar or a linearly bounded automaton to a 
A-linearly bounded deque automaton. 
4. Closure properties of 
It can be shown that ~ is an AFL. The arguments that ~ is closed under union, 
A-free catenation closure, A-free regular substitution, intersection with regular sets, 
and restricted homomorphisms are all straightforward constructions, which will be 
left to the reader. 
Thusfar, we have established that -Y2 ~ ~ --- ~ and ~ is an AFL. In order to get 
some idea of how large ~ is we will now turn to the subject of bounded languages. 
5. Deque automata and bounded languages 
The following definitions are from [4]. 
* * • Wr*. Definition 5.1. Let ,Y be an alphabet, {w~, w2, . . . ,  w,} c ,Y* and L c_ w~ w 2 .. 
Then L is said to be a bounded language. We define a function f from L to N r by 
f (  w'~lw~ . . . w°~ r) = ( a~, a2, . . . , a,). Let f (  L) = {f(  w) l w ~ L}. We will call f (  L) the 
exponent set o f  L. 
Definition 5.2. Let C, P1, P2 , . . . , P ,  eN;  for some s and r in N, and let 
.LP(C; PI, P2, . . . , Ps)= {C + nIPI + n2P2+" " .+ n,P~[ni~N for l <~ i<~ s}. ~(C;  P1, 
P2 , . . . ,  P,) is said to be a linear set. The Pi's are called the periods. 
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Definit ion 53. A subset of N' is said to be semilinear i f  it is a finite union of linear 
sets. A bounded language L is said to be semilinear i f f ( L )  is semilinear. 
We will now show that ~ contains all of the semilinear bounded languages. 
Example 1.4 shows that L = {a"b"c"[n  >1 1} is in ~. This example illustrates the key 
to proving that ~ contains all semilinear bounded languages. The key is the ability 
of a DA to establish a value for n on the stack and then to use the value of n 
without destroying its representation the stack. We will use this fact to establish 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. Let Lc_ a~*a2* • •. a*,  where the a~'s are distinct letters. Let  
f (a~a~2. .  . a~,) = (og, a2 , . . . ,  a,). I f  f ( L )  is linear, then Le  ~. 
Proof .  Let f ( L )  =~((c1 , . . . ,  c,); PI, P2, . . . ,  Ps), where P~ = (P,~,P,2,... ,P,r), Pi # 
(0 , . . . ,  0), {/1, P2, • •., Ps} # O, Pi~ ~ N, c, ~ N, and there exists an i such that c, # O. 
Then, w ~ L impl ies  w # A and w = a "{,a~ . . . a~,, where ai = c~ + n~p~ +.  • • + n,p,i 
and n~eN for l<~j<~s. 
We will construct a A-linearly bounded DA A to accept L. The stack of A will 
contain the value of n s for 1 ~< g ~< s and the values of c~ and pg~ will be contained 
within the states of ,4_ A will accept L by final state. 
Let A = (Q, F, {ab a2, • •. ,  at}, 8, qo, Zo, Q'), where 
Q = {(i, j, k)(ht, h2, . . . ,  hs) l l  ~< i ~< r, 0 ~<j <~ s, h s e {0, 1, 2, 3}, and 
k e {0, 1 , . . . ,  p}, where p = max~j{cs pj~}} u {qo}. 
The i in the state indicates that a~ is being read, j means nj is being considered, k 
is a counter, and h z indicates whether or not ng has been determined, hg = 0 means 
ng has not been determined; h s = 1 means n s has been determined and is nonzero; 
h s = 2 means n s = 0; h 8 = 3 means n 8 is nonzero and is in the process of being 
determined. 
F= {Zo, S, K,  N~, N : , .  . . ,  N~, (a~, i ) ] je  {1 , . . . , s}  and i~ {1, . . . ,  r}}, 
Q' ={(r, 0, 0)(h~, h2, .. •, h,)lh~. = 1 or2 for 1 <~ g~< s}. 
The definition of 8 is divided into the following seventeen parts. 
(I) 8(qo, A, Zo) 
={[(/,0, c , ) (0 , . . . ,0) ,  S, A ] lCk=0fork<iand  l~<i~ <r}. 
(II) 8((/, 0, c , ) (0, . . . ,  0), A, S) 
= {[(/, 0, c3(h , . . . ,  h,), K, x] l for m ~ { I , . . . ,  s} we have hm = 2 if there 
exists k < i and P,,k # O, otherwise h,, = 0}. 
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Moves (I) and (II) set the machine up to begin reading a word at a~ and set nm= 0 
if nm is used to determine the power of  ak where k < i. 
( I I I) 8((i, 0, k ) (h~, . . . ,  hs), ai, K )  
= {[(/, 0, k -  1 ) (h~, . . . ,  hs), K, A ]10< k~ < c,}. 
Move (I I I)  is used to count ci of  the a/s .  
(IV) 8( ( i ,O ,O) (h , , . . . ,hs ) , ; t ,K )  
= {[(/, g, psi ) (h~, . . . ,  hs), Ns, A ]lh8 # 2 and, for m < g, hm = 2} 
w {[(i + 1, 0, ci+l)(h~,.. . ,  hs), K, A ]1 hg = 2 for all g, and i < r}. 
Move (IV) sets the machine up to consider the first nonzero ng, or, if there are no 
nonzero ng's, moves to consider ai+l. 
(V) 8((i, g, p¢) (h~, . . . ,  hs), ai, N s) 
= {[(i, g, pg , -  1 ) (h~, . . . ,  hg_,, 3, hs+, , . . .  , h~), N~, (ag, i)]lpg i ~0  
and hg = 0}. 
Move (V) begins to compute n r It sets hg = 3 and puts (A~, i) on the bottom of the 
stack. 
(VI) 8(( i ,g ,O)(h l , . . . ,hg_~,O,  hs+, , . . . ,hs ) ,a ,  Ns) 
= {[(/, m, pm,)(h~,. . . ,  hs-~, 0, hg+l , . . . ,  h~), Nm, A ]1 i<  r, h,~ ~ 2, m> g, 
and if g < d < m, then ha = 2} 
w{[ ( i+ l ,0 ,  C~+l)(hl , . . . ,  h~), K, A ] l i<r  
and either g = s or, for each m > g, hm = 2}. 
Move (VI) is used when n s has not been determined and Psi = 0, so that determining 
ng must be delayed. Move (VI) sets up to consider the next nonzero nm or moves 
to a~+~. It is not necessary to have move (VI) defined when i = r, since for this case 
to occur when i = r requires Ps to be all zeros. 
(VII) 8((i, g, pg,)(h,, . . . , hg_,, O, hs+,, . . . , h,), A, Ng) 
= {[(/, m,p, , , , ) (hb. . . ,  hg_~,2, hs+~,.. . ,  h~), N,,,,a]lpg~ ~0,  m> g, 
hm # 2, and if g < d < m, then hn = 2} 
u {[(i+ 1, 0, ci+l)(h~,..., hg_~,2, hs~,..., h,), K, a] l i<  r, p~#0,  
and either g = s or, for each m > g, hs = 2} 
u {[(r, O, O) (h l , . . . ,  hs_~, 2, hs+l , . . . ,  hs ) ,A ,A] l i=r ,p~#O,  
and either g = s or, for each m > g, hs = 2}. 
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Move (VII) is used when hg = 0 and Psi # 0. It sets % = 0, h s = 2, and either sets up 
for the next nonzero n,, or moves to ai+l or moves to a final state if no other moves 
are possible. 
(VIII) 8((i, g, 0 ) (h i , . . . ,  hg=l, 3, hs+l , . . . ,  hs), A, N~) 
= {[(i, m, Pmi ) (h l , . . . ,  h~-l, 1, h~+l , . . . ,  hs), N,,, A ]l m> g, h,, # 2, 
and if g < d < m, then ha = 2} 
u{[ ( i+ l ,0 ,  ci÷~)(h~,. . . ,  h~-l, 1, h~+~,... ,  h,), K, X ] ] i<  r 
and either g = s or, for each m > g, hm = 2} 
u{[(r ,  0 ,0 ) (h~, . . . ,  h~_~, 1, h~+l , . . . ,  h~), A, X ] ] i=  r 
and either g = s or, for each m > g, hm = 2}. 
Move (VIII) is used when the determinat ion of  the value of  % is completed. This 
move sets hg = 1 and either sets up for the next move or moves to a final state. 
(IX) 8( ( i ,g ,O) (h l , . . . ,hs_~,3 ,  hg+~, . . . ,h~) ,a , ,Ng)  
= {[(i, g, Ps i -  1) (h~, . . . ,  h~_l, 3, hg+l, . . . ,  h~), Ns, (As, i)]}. 
Move (IX) is used to add one to the value o f  % being computed. 
(X) 8( ( i ,g ,k ) (h~, . . . ,hs_ l ,  3, hs+~, . . . ,h~) ,a i ,  Ng) 
= {[(i, g, k -  1)(hi, . . . ,  h _l, 3, Ns, X ] I0< k < P i}. 
Move (X) is used to count Psi of the a /s  during the determination of  n r 
(XI) 8((i,  g, ps i ) (h l , . . . ,  hg_~, l ,  he,+~,. . . ,  h~),A, Ng) 
= {[(i, g, h , ) (h~, . . . ,  hs_~, 1, h~+~,. . . ,  h,), A, A ]}. 
Move (XI) removes Ng from the stack when hs = 1. 
(XII) 8( ( i, g, p,,)( hb . . . , hg-1, 1, h,+~, . . . , h~), ai, (As, i -  1)) 
= {(i, g, Ps i -  1)(h~,. . . ,  h~), A, (as, i)]lpo #0}. 
Move (XII) begins the process of counting nspsi of the ai's. It moves (A~, i - 1) to 
the bottom of  the stack as (As, i). 
(XI I I)  8((i ,  g, k)(h~, . . . , h,_~, 1, h8+1, . . . , h~), ai, (A  h m))  
= {[(i, g, k -  1 ) (h , , . . . ,  h~), (Aj, m), A ]10< k < P,i}. 
Move (XI I I )  is used to count Ps i -  1 of  the a/s.  
(XIV) 8((/, g, 0 ) (h~, . . . ,  hs_~, 1, h,+g, • . . ,  h,), a~ (A s, i -  1)) 
= {[(i, g, Psi)(h~, • • •, h,), A, (A  s, i ) ] lpg,~ 0}. 
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Move (XIV) continues the process of counting nsps~ of the ai's and moves (Ag, i -  1) 
to the bottom of the stack as (As, i). 
(XV) 8((i ,g,O)(hl, . . . ,  hg_l, 1, hg+l , . . . ,  hs), A, (Ag, i - l ) )  
= {[ (i, g, 0)(hi, •. •, hs), A, (As, i)] IPg, = 0}. 
Move (XV) is used to preserve the value of ng and the order of the stack when 
pg~ = 0 and ng has been determined. 
(XVI) 8((i, g, 0 ) (h i , . . . ,  hg_l, 1, hg+, . . . ,  hs), A, (Aj, i - 1)) 
= {[(i, m, pm,) (h , . . . ,h , ) ,  (Aj, i -1)Nm, A]lhm#2, g<m<- £ 
and if g < d < m, then ha = 2}. 
Move (XVI) is used to set up for the next move when all of the (As, i -  1)'s have 
been removed from the top of the stack. Either there is an nm, g < m <j ,  which has 
yet to be determined, or m =j. 
(XVII) 8((i, g, 0 ) (h , , . . . ,  hs_,, 1, hg+l , . . . ,  h,), A, (A h i)) 
= {[(i+ 1, 0, c,+l)(h, . . . ,  h~), (mj, i)K, X] l i~  r 
and either g = s or, for each m > g, hm = 2} 
u {[(i, m, prai)(hl,..., h~), (Aj, i )N, ,  A ] lm> g, hm ~ 2, 
and if g < d < m, then ha = 2} 
u {[(r, 0, 0) (h i , . . . ,  hs), (mj, i), A I i= r 
and either g = s or, for each m > g, hm = 2}. 
Move (XVII) is used to set up for the next move or move to a final state. Either 
there exists m > g such that n~ has not yet been determined, or it is time to move 
to a~+l, or i = r and all of the n~'s have been determined and used in reading the ai's. 
It remains to be shown that L = T(A) and that A is A-linearly bounded on T(A). 
The details may be found in [1]. 
I f  {P , . . . ,  P,} = 0, then L is finite and we have L ~ ~. 
I f  {P , . . . ,  Ps} # 0 and c~ = 0 for all i, we have A ~ L. In this case, A must be 
modified so that A is only accepted by a single A-move. We add a move from [qo; Zo] 
which accepts A and we modify the states and 8 of A by adding a symbol (A) to 
the state entered into on the first move of A which does not accept A. (A) is carried 
along as part of the state until A reads a letter from £. When a letter of ,Y is read, 
(X) is dropped from the state and A proceeds as previously defined. If a letter of 
,Y is never read, A ends in a state containing (A), which is not a final state. 
Therefore, in all cases we have L ~ ~. [] 
Theorem 5.5. Let Lc  Wl* w2*. • . w*, where wi ~ ,Y+ for some alphabet ,Y. Also, let 
f (w~w~. . ,  w~,) - (al ,  a2, . . . ,  at). I f  f (L )  is semilinear, then L~ ~. 
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Proof. Let {a~,..., a,} be a set of distinct letters disjoint from ,Y. Define a 
homomorphism h from {a~,..., a,}* to Z* by h(ai) = wl. Note that h is a nonerasing 
homomorphism, f(L) being semilinear implies that 
k 
f ( L )= U ; . . . , P j , ) ,  
j=l 
where Cj and P~, ~ ~.  
Let Lj={a~,. . .a~,[(a1, . . . ,a , )~.Z(~;Pi , . . . ,p j , j )  }. Then, L=U~k=Ih(Lj)= 
h(Uk=l Lj). Theorem 5.4 implies Lj ~ ~, and ~ an AFL implies that L~ ~. [] 
We have shown that semilinearity is a sufficient condition for a bounded language 
to be acceptable by a A-linearly bounded deque automaton. Example 1.6 shows 
that semilinearity is not a necessary condition for a bounded language to be in ~. 
The question of exactly how much of ~1 is contained in ~ remains unanswered. 
The fact that we can construct ordered grammars with essentially left-most deriva- 
tions for the languages in • should make these languages easier to work with than 
other context-sensitive languages. 
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